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An Essay’s General Outline for Literary Analysis 

Introduction 

• Hook: write something here about how you plan to initially grab your reader’s interest. 

• Segue: add a few sentences to lead from your hook up to your thesis statement. 

• Thesis: provide your clear, outlining thesis statement here. 

First Body Paragraph – Discuss Point A 

• Topic Sentence: state what this paragraph will discuss, ideally mentioning Point A from your 

thesis statement. 

• Claim: express the claim about Point A that you seek to prove here. 

• Evidence: provide a piece of evidence that supports your point. For a non-research paper, your 

evidence should be an example you recall from the text. For a research paper, quote or 

paraphrase from the primary source, including an in-text citation (Doe 123). 

• Explanation: include some commentary regarding exactly how this evidence supports your 

claim. 

• Transition: comment on how Point A leads to considering Point B. 

Second Body Paragraph – Discuss Point B 

• Topic Sentence: state what this paragraph will discuss, ideally mentioning Point B from your 

thesis statement. 

• Claim: express the claim about Point B that you seek to prove here. 
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• Evidence: provide a piece of evidence that supports your point. For a non-research paper, your 

evidence should be an example you recall from the text. For a research paper, quote or 

paraphrase from the primary source, including an in-text citation (Jones 12). 

• Explanation: include some commentary regarding exactly how this evidence supports your 

claim. 

• Transition: comment on how Point B leads to considering Point C. 

Third Body Paragraph – Discuss Point C 

• Topic Sentence: state what this paragraph will discuss, ideally mentioning Point C from your 

thesis statement. 

• Claim: express the claim about Point C that you seek to prove here. 

• Evidence: provide a piece of evidence that supports your point. For a non-research paper, your 

evidence should be an example you recall from the text. For a research paper, quote or 

paraphrase from the primary source, including an in-text citation (Chomsky 1234). 

• Explanation: include some commentary regarding exactly how this evidence supports your 

claim. 

• Transition: comment on how Point C leads to your conclusion. 

Conclusion 

• There are a various useful techniques for concluding an essay, such as the following: 

◦ Close By Return: look back at the three points outlined in your thesis statement and re-word 

those as three separate sentences to use in the conclusion. Add another couple of sentences 

to provide more closure. 

◦ Further Reading: consider the subject matter of your essay, link the topic you have written 

about to similar topics that might interest your reader. Note the connection between the two. 
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